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Abstract

Thephoto-production ofφ mesons fromLi, C, Al, and Cu at forward angles hasbeenmeasured atEγ = 1.5–2.4 GeV.The
numberof eventsfor incoherentφ photo-productionis found to havea targetmassnumberdependence ofA0.72±0.07 in the
kinematicalregion of |t | � 0.6 GeV2/c2. The total crosssectionof the φ–nucleoninteraction,σφN , hasbeen estimated a

35+17
−11 mb usingtheA-dependenceof theφ photo-productionyield andaGlauber-type multiple scattering theory.Thisvalueis

muchlarger thanσφN in freespace,suggestingthat theφ propertiesmight changein thenuclear medium.
 2005ElsevierB.V.

PACS: 13.25.-k; 13.75.-n; 14.40.Cs
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Themodificationof vectormesonsin nuclear mat-
ter is of interest inhadronphysics.A broadening of
the width and/ora decrease ofthe mass have bee
predictedfor theφ mesonin thenuclear medium be
causeof partial restorationof chiral symmetry[1] or
themeson–nucleoninteraction in thenuclear medium
[2–4]. Themassshift of theφ mesonhasbeenexper-
imentally studied in thep–A reactionat the normal
nuclear density[5], andin high-energy heavy-ioncol-
lisions [6]. However,no clearevidencehasbeenob-
served.

According to the OZI rule, the total φ–N cross
section,σφN shouldbesmall sincetheφ mesoncon-
sistsof almostpuress̄. If σφN in thenuclear medium
is the sameas that in free space,the incoherentφ
photo-productioncrosssectionfrom a nucleus,σ inc

A ,
is approximately proportionalto the targetmass num-
ber, A, sincealmost all the producedφ mesons are
expectedto go outsidethe nucleuswithout interact-
ing with a nucleon. If σφN becomeslarger in the
nuclear medium,somefraction of photo-producedφ
mesonswould interactwith nucleonsin the nucleus
anddisappearvia inelasticreactions.In this case, the
A-dependencesizeabledeviates fromσA ∝ A1.

Only one measurementof φ photo-production from
variousnuclei is reportedat Eγ = 6.4–9.0 GeV[7],
where coherentproduction is dominant. Thevalue
of σφN is not accurately determined fromthe data
of coherent production.On the other hand,σφN in
free spaceis well determinedto be 7.7–8.7mb from
the φ photo-productioncrosssectionon the proton,
da/dt|t=0, at Eγ = 4.6–6.7GeV, wherethe energy
dependenceof the γ –φ coupling is assumed to be
constant onthe basisof thevectormeson dominanc
model (VDM) [8]. A quark model [9] gives a pre-
diction of 13.0± 1.5 mb for σφN [8]. This value is
deduced fromthe totalπ±p andK+p crosssections
obtainedat the high energylimit. The obtainedand
predictedvaluesof σφN in freespacearemuchsmaller
than other meson–nucleontotal crosssectionsσωN ,
σρN , andσηN (∼ 30 mb) [10].

TheσφN in thenuclear medium can be determin
by usinga Glauber-typemultiplescattering theoryfor
incoherentproduction[11]. Theincoherentproduction
crosssectionfrom nuclei,dσ inc

A /dt , is describedasa
productof theφ photo-productioncrosssectiononthe
nucleon,dσN/dt , and the effectivenucleon number
Aeff, which is a functionof thenucleon density distri-
butionandσφN . Themain background fromcoherent
φ photo-productionis suppressednearthe threshold
energy because themomentum-transferis highevenat
0◦ dueto theheavymass ofthe φ meson. Thus,the
σφN in the nuclear mediumis expectedto be deter-
minedlessambiguouslynearthe thresholdenergy as
compared with thoseat highenergies.

The experimentwas carried out usingthe laser–
electron photonfacility at SPring-8(LEPS).Photons
wereproduced by backwardCompton scatteringwith
an ultra-violet Ar laser from 8 GeV electronsin the
storagering. The recoil electronsweremomentum an-
alyzed bya bendingmagnetin the storagering, and
were detected bya taggingcounter placed at theexit
of thebendingmagnet. Theexperimentalsetupis de-
scribedelsewhere[12].

The nucleartargetsusedin the experimentwere
Li, C, Al, and Cu with thicknessesof 100, 36, 24,
and3 mm, respectively. Allthetargetsusedwerenat-
ural. The Li target blockwas placed ina targetbox
filled with Ar gas. Thewindowsof the targetboxwere
sealedwith 50 µm aramidsheets.To minimize the
difference of the acceptances among differenttarget
thicknessesand to reducea systematic error cause
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in the acceptance correction, each of the other thre
targets was set by dividing into three pieces with
same center of gravity and with the same standard
viation of the position along the photon beam direct
as those of the Li target. To avoid the systematic er
due to the change of the beam conditions, targets w
exchanged every two hours.

Charged particles produced at the target were
tected at forward angles with the LEPS spectrom
which consisted of a dipole magnet, a silicon-strip v
tex detector, three multi-wire drift chambers, a plas
scintillator behind the target (SC), and a plastic sc
tillator hodoscope placed downstream of the tracking
detectors[12]. A particle mass for each track was r
constructed by using the time of flight and mome
tum information. Kaons were identified within 4σ of
the mass resolution, which was momentum dep
dent and was about 30 MeV/c2 for 1 GeV/c kaons.
The pion contamination in kaons due to particle m
identification was 3% for 1 GeV/c kaons. Theφ

mesons produced in the targets were selected by
lizing the vertex position of theK+K− events along
the photon beam direction as shown inFig. 1(a). The
position resolution at SC was typically 2 mm, and t
K+K− events produced at SC was clearly separa
Fig. 1(b) shows theK+K− invariant mass spectrum
for the γ Cu→ K+K−X reaction. A clear peak wa
observed, and similar peaks were observed for
same reaction on other targets as well.

The measured mass and width are consistent
those of the freeφ meson[13]. The experimenta
shape of the peak in the invariant mass spectrum
been fitted by the sum of a Breit–Wigner functi
convoluted with a Gaussian resolution function an
background term,

N(m) = C

+∞∫
−∞

L(m0,Γ0;m′)
1√

2πσ 2
0

(1)× e−(m−m′)2/2σ 2
0 dm′ + bB(m),

where σ0 denotes the resolution, andL(m0,Γ0;m)

represents the Breit–Wigner function with the ce
troid of m0 and the width ofΓ0. The background
termB(m) is assumed to have a shape same as t
for non-resonantK+K− production, which are cal
culated by a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation with th
assumption of the three-body phase space of the r
 -

tion γN → K+K−N . In the case thatσ0 is fixed to
the values predicted by the MC simulation, the fitt
massm0 and widthΓ0 of the φ meson are consis
tent with those in free space, where the fitting reg
was 1000–1060 MeV/c2. The mass and width of th
φ meson would not change from its free-space v
ues since almost all theφ mesons decay outside
nucleus(� 95%) in the momentum range from 1.
to 2.2 GeV/c. In the case that theσ0 for each targe
is treated as a free parameter instead ofΓ0, the fitted
value ofσ0 is consistent with the value estimated
the MC simulation. The predictedσ0 and the fitting
results are summarized inTable 1.

To determine the background subtractedφ-yield
normalized by incident photon numbers, first, theφ

meson events,NKK , are selected by gating theK+K−
events in theK+K− invariant mass spectrum from
1005 to 1035 MeV/c2 (seeFig. 1(b)). The number of
background events in theφ peak region,NBG, are es-
timated by

(2)NBG = Ntail
NMC

peak

NMC
tail

,

whereNtail means the observed number of events
the tail region from 1050 to 1100 MeV/c2. TheNMC

peak

and NMC
tail are the estimated number of events in

region of 1005–1035 and 1050–1100 MeV/c2, respec-
tively, for the calculated non-resonantK+K− events.
The fraction of the background events is small (5–7
The background events due to mis-identification o
pion as a kaon are negligibly small.

The number of events forφ photo-production cros
section is normalized by taking into account the nu
ber of hits in the tagging counter,Ntag, the attenuation
of the photon flux in the target material,ηatt, the num-
ber of target nuclei,Nτ , the live time of the data takin
system,ηDAQ, and the acceptance correction,ηacc. The
normalized number of events,Y , is then written as

(3)Y = NKK − NBG

NtagNτηattηDAQηacc
.

The normalized number ofφ photo-production event
for each target is estimated by averaging data for
izontally and vertically polarized incident photons
reduce the ambiguity in acceptance correction du
the different decay asymmetry[14]. The transmission
rate, i.e., survival rate of tagged photons at the
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case
Fig. 1. (a) The vertex position distribution of theK+K− events along the photon beam direction for theγ Cu→ K+K−X reaction. The cut
points to select theK+K− events generated at the target are indicated by the arrows. (b) TheK+K− invariant mass spectrum for Cu. Th
solid curve shows the fitting result with the freem0 andΓ0 parameters given in the text. The cut points to select theφ events are indicated b
the arrows.

Table 1
The summary of the invariant mass resolutionσ0 and the fitting results. (a) The invariant mass resolutions predicted by the Monte Carlo
simulation. (b) The fitting results in the case thatσ0 is fixed to be the value estimated in the MC simulation. (c) The fitting results in the
that the width of theφ meson,Γ0, for each target is fixed to be the same as that of the freeφ meson (4.26 MeV/c2 [13])

Parameter (MeV/c2) Li C Al Cu

(a) σ0 1.6± 0.1 1.9± 0.1 2.3± 0.1 2.1± 0.1
(b) mfit

0 1019.7 ± 0.2 1020.1± 0.3 1019.5± 0.3 1019.3± 0.3

Γ fit
0 3.4± 0.4 5.0± 0.7 4.9± 0.8 4.9± 0.8

(c) mfit
0 1019.7 ± 0.2 1020.1± 0.3 1019.5± 0.3 1019.3± 0.3

σfit
0 1.3± 0.4 2.0± 0.5 2.3± 0.4 2.4± 0.4
-
nts
s
r all
liza-

ro-

e

-

f
spe-

in

us.
get position, is needed for determining theφ photo-
production cross section. However,σφN can be deter
mined directly from the normalized number of eve
which is proportional to theφ photo-production cros
section since the transmission rate is the same fo
the targets. The number of events and the norma
tion factors are summarized inTable 2.

The measured momentum-transfer square|t| ranges
up to 0.6 GeV2/c2. Fig. 2(a) shows thẽt = |t| − |t|min
distribution for C, where|t|min is the minimum|t|
given under the assumption that the target is a p
ton at rest. Thẽt distribution is fitted with a func-
tion of dσ/dt̃ = C exp(−bt̃ ) in the region of t̃ =
0.0–0.5 GeV2/c2. The slope parameters,b, are 3.6 ±
0.9, 4.5 ± 1.0, 3.1± 0.9, and 4.5 ± 1.0 (GeV2/c2)−1

for Li, C, Al, and Cu, respectively. Any of thes
slope parameters is consistent with that forφ photo-
production on the proton,b = 2.1–3.0 (GeV2/c2)−1

at SAPHIR[15], or b = 3.38± 0.23 (GeV2/c2)−1 at
LEPS[14]. The number of all theφ events for each tar
get is found to be proportional toA0.63±0.05 as shown
in Fig. 2(b).

It is reported in Ref.[16] that the contribution o
the coherent process cannot be negligibly small e
cially for light nuclear targets even atEγ ∼ 2 GeV.
The coherent production in Li has been evaluated
the missing energy spectrum. The missing energy,Ex ,
is defined as

(4)Ex = mX − mA,

wheremX is the missing mass in the reactionγA →
φX, andmA stands for the mass of the target nucle
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Table 2
Summary of the number of events and the normalization factors.NKK : the observed number of theK+K− events in theφ peak region,NBG:
the estimated number of background events in theφ peak region,Ntag: the tagged photon flux,ηatt: the attenuation of the photon flux in th
target material,Nτ : the number of target nuclei,ηDAQ: the live time of the data taking system, andηacc: the acceptance correction

Li C Al Cu

NKK 348 267 286 238
NBG 21.3± 4.5 16.4± 4.1 21.4± 4.5 11.2± 3.2
Ntag× 10−10 7.15 6.97 9.76 23.31
Nτ × 10−23 4.63 3.12 1.45 0.254
ηatt 0.976 0.948 0.906 0.926
ηDAQ 0.922 0.899 0.874 0.911
ηacc× 102 5.84± 0.06 5.74± 0.06 5.79± 0.07 6.12± 0.07

Fig. 2. (a) Thet̃ = |t| − |t|min distribution for theγ C → K+K−X reaction. The data points are fitted with the formda/dt̃ = C exp(−bt̃).
(b) TheA-dependence of theφ meson photo-production from nuclei. The datapoints are fitted with the parameterizationA0.63. The error bars
for the data are statistical only.
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Fig. 3(a) shows the missing energy spectrum for
together with the simulation results for the coher
γA → φA and the incoherentγN → φN processes
The Fermi motion and the binding energy are tak
into account for the incoherent process in the MC s
ulation. The missing energy spectrum of coherenφ

photo-production concentrates at 0 MeV within t
experimental resolution, and that of incoherent p
duction is distributed in the positive energy regio
The missing energy spectrum for the coherent proc
is symmetrical around 0 MeV with a resolution
19 MeV (σ ). Assuming that there are noφ events pro-
duced incoherently in the negativeEx region, the total
coherent events are estimated to be twice the num
of events in the negativeEx region. The number o
the coherentφ photo-production events in Li is the
82.0± 12.8.

Since the coherent contribution is relatively sm
for the heavier target, the incoherent events in the n
ative Ex region may not be negligible. The cohere
φ contributions in the other targets are evaluated th
retically using the estimated one in Li as an input. T
contribution of the coherent process is proportiona
the square of the nuclear form factor[18],

(5)
dσ

dq
∝ ∣∣AF(q)

∣∣2,
whereq is the three-dimensional momentum-trans
The coherent contribution is evaluated by integrat
dσ/dq over the kinematically allowed region ofq .
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Fig. 3. (a) The missing energy spectrum ofφ photo-production for the Li target. The hatchedregions show the calculated spectra for
coherent and incoherent processes by the Monte Carlo simulation, and the normalization is made to guide the eyes. (b) TheA-dependence o
the number of events forφ photo-production from nuclei after the contribution of coherent production is subtracted. The data points are fitte
with the parameterizationA0.72.
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The number ofφ mesons produced coherently is th
estimated to be 72.9±11.4, 30.9±4.8, and 30.4±4.7
for C, Al, and Cu, respectively. After subtracting t
coherent contribution as the background, the norm
ized number of events gives a relationσA ∝ A0.72±0.07

as shown inFig. 3(b).
In order to determineσφN from theA-dependence

of the φ photo-production yield, an optical model
a Glauber-type multiple scattering theory for inc
herent production is applied[11]. In this model, the
production cross section from a nucleus,dσ inc

A /dt , is
described as

(6)
dσ inc

A

dt
= Aeff

dσN

dt
,

whereAeff is the effective nucleon number anddσN/dt

is the production cross section on the nucleon. T
Aeff for φ photo-production is expressed as a funct
of A, σγN , andσφN ;

Aeff(A,σγN,σφN )

= 1

σφN − σγN

∫ (
e−σγNT (�b) − e−σφNT (�b)

)
d2b,

(7)T (�b) = A

+∞∫

−∞
ρ(�b, z) dz,
whereσγN stands for the total photon–nucleon cro
section,�b denotes the impact vector of the incide
photon, andρ is the nucleon density of the target n
cleus. The effect of quasi-elastic collision betwee
φ meson and a nucleon in the nucleus is not inclu
in Eq.(6) since the direction and energy change of
outgoingφ meson is small because of the small
rectφNN coupling[16]. Assuming the samedσN/dt

for the proton and for the neutron,σφN can be derived
from the A-dependence of theφ photo-production
cross sections. In this case, the absolute value
dσ inc

A /dt are not necessary. The normalized num
of events forφ photo-production from nuclei, define
by Eq. (3) as Y , is described by that forφ photo-
production on the nucleon,YN , andAeff:

(8)Y = Aeff(A,σγN ,σφN ) · YN .

The σγN is fixed to be 140 µb in the energy ran
from 1.5 to 2.4 GeV[13]. The nucleon density is give
by normalizing the charge density distribution[17],
where the proton and neutron density distributions
assumed to have the samer-dependence. The sam
branching ratio of theφ → K+K− process for each
target nucleus is used since almost all theφ mesons
decay outside the nucleus. The measuredY values are
fitted by Eq.(8) with σφN andYN as free parameter
The value ofσφN is estimated to be 35+17

−11 mb from
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Fig. 4. (a) The probabilityPout = σA/(AσN ). The overall normalization error (18%) is not included. The solid and dashed curves sho
theoretical calculations given by Cabrera et al.[16] without and with Pauli-blocking correction for theφ meson scattering angle in the laborato
frame of 0◦, respectively. (b) The ratioPout/Pout(Li). The solid and dashed curves show the theoretical calculations same as (a).
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theA-dependence of the number of theφ events after
the coherent contribution is subtracted.

As a cross check, the coherent contributions
the other targets are estimated using the exactly s
technique as in the case of Li. In this case,σA is pro-
portional to A0.73±0.07, and σφN is estimated to be
34+17

−11 mb. These are consistent with the former
sults. Similar results are also obtained by selec
the kinematical region for the incoherent process
stead of subtracting the coherent contribution. Wh
the events withEx larger than 30 MeV are selecte
σA ∝ A0.74±0.06 and σφN = 30+12

−8 mb are obtained
The results are stable even if the missing energy
is tightened up to 80 MeV. These values obtained
this experiment are much larger thanσφN free space
indicating the modification of theφ–N scattering am-
plitude in the nuclear medium.

On the basis of theφ self-energy in the nuclea
medium, Cabrera et al. presents theA-dependence o
the φ photo-production cross section from nuclei
terms of the variablePout = σA/(AσN) = Y/(AYN),
which represents the probability of aphoto-produced
φ meson going out a nucleus[16]. Fig. 4(a) shows the
obtainedPout in the experiment and theoretical pred
tions given by Cabrera et al. as a function ofA. It is
noted that the averaged momentum ofφ mesons in the
present experiment is〈Pφ〉 = 1.8 GeV/c, while theo-
retical predictions are made forPφ = 2.0 GeV/c. The
obtainedPout are smaller than the theoretical pred
tions. Theφ meson flux obtained in the experiment
almost half of the theoretical predictions. The abso
value ofPout obtained in the experiment depends
an applied model to deduceYN . However, the ratio
of Pout/Pout(Li) is model-independent. The ratios a
smaller than the theoretical predictions as shown
Fig. 4(b). The theoretical calculations underestim
the decrease of photo-producedφ meson flux in the
nucleus. This discrepancy implies that theφ–N in-
teraction is stronger than theoretical estimations
to the modification of theφ properties in the nuclea
medium.

In summary, the photo-production ofφ mesons
from Li, C, Al, and Cu nuclei at forward angles h
been measured atEγ = 1.5–2.4 GeV. The mass an
width of theφ meson observed in theK+K− invari-
ant mass spectrum are consistent with those of
free φ meson for all the nuclear targets used. Th
is a possibility that the reconstructed invariant m
is insensitive to possible in-medium modification
theφ meson for the high momenta of the measureφ

mesons (1.0–2.2 GeV/c).
TheA-dependence of theφ photo-productionyield

for |t| � 0.6 GeV2/c2 is found to be proportional to
A0.63±0.05. After subtracting the coherent contributio
evaluated from the nuclear form factor, the yields
found to have theA-dependence ofA0.72±0.07. The
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total cross section of theφ-nucleon interaction,σφN ,
is estimated to be 35+17

−11 mb from theA-dependence
This value is much larger thanσφN in free space
suggesting that theφ properties might change in th
nuclear medium although the change of the mass
width is not observed in theK+K− invariant mass
spectra. The ratioPout/Pout(Li) is smaller than the the
oretical predictions, which implies that the in-mediu
modification might be larger than the predictions
should be noted that there is still an ambiguity of
σφN value in free space at low energies. It is import
to establish the production mechanism forφ photo-
production on the proton near the threshold and
confirm theσφN value in free space at low energies
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